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Why this 
work matters 

Visual: diagram of the co-benefits of urban trees



Dark Matter | Join the Boring Revolution

While climate breakdown, technological change 
and material uncertainty cause some to revert 
to centralised control or political division…

We’re optimistically exploring 
21st century alternatives, 
working to prove the viability 
of an ecologically-just and 
planetary civic economy.

TreesAITop photos: 
TreesAI initial participatory 

workshop and exhibition

On the right and below: 
Prototypes and demo of TreesAI  
presented at COP26 in Glasgow

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1G5PedpRk72n3LTPQGyMASBtqR9sV-BVG/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_o7vWs8FtSdoninv7byTwmws603V8Apr/preview


from to
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We believe our climate crisis is a 
symptom of structural failure. A 
failure of an economy constructed 
through the lens of:

 
- Private goods and assets
- Over-emphasised state-market dichotomy
- Bilateral analogue private contracting
- Short-termism and willful ignorance of 

externalities and systems costs in space and 
time

We believe a new economy is possible, 
necessary, bureaucratically viable and 
being born. An embedded civic and commons 
economy that can embrace an alternative 
theory of value.

 
- Entangled view of goods and assets
- Plural and hybrid relationships across civics, markets and 

public sector bodies
- Many-to-many civic (analogue and machined) contracting
- Optimising value amongst multiple actors 

and multiple beneficiaries



We imagine a thriving civic future - where 
neighbours, commons, unbounded civic 
economies and plural forms of organising 
drive the renewal of our world around us; 
the use and programming of our cities, 
towns and villages; the biodiversity in 
their streets. 

A just, regenerative world where neighbourhoods are 
underpinned by generous and economically-viable shared 
infrastructure like libraries of both books and things; parks and 
play spaces; shared kitchens; locally owned renewables; 
preventative health; community orchards and food forests; 
regenerative housing; civic satellites, self-sovereign rivers, soil 
and factories; town hall spaces to imagine and make sense of 
possible futures.
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Visual: 
Compendium for the Civic Economy by 00



To make this real, we are co-building a new 
class of civic infrastructures rooted in 
place, including:

● whole city retrofits
● civically-maintained urban forests
● self-sovereign housing

● playful cities

This will help to orchestrate the demand for climate transition 
grounded in a new generation of financing, contractual, and 
governance instruments. 

Visual: Photo of a pilot of Nouveaux voisins 
overlayed with prototypes of the platform
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Our journey into the 
Dark Matter

Visual: System Mapping - Retrofit



…

We began exploring and building new civic 
infrastructures with Project 00 in 2004.
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More transformational shifts we are working towards, as described in Radicle Civics  http://radiclecivics.cc

   Technical Deep Codes 

● Land ownership or warranties -  preventing 
neighbourhood-led affordable housing

● Financing instruments - locking civic enterprise into 
rent-seeking models

● Contracts - offsetting liabilities to actors 
who already absorb disproportionate risk

● Accounting - accounting for natural assets as 
liabilities and preventative health as ‘too costly’ 

We discovered that invisible codes - or ‘dark matter’ - 
were pre-defining what was possible.

   Conceptual Deep Codes

● Ownership and control - turning the world to 
assets and resources

● Noun-ification - denying the reality of our 
interconnectivity

● Value and risk - whose and which are 
considered, whose and which ignored

● Short-term thinking - biasing preference 
for the immediate and tangible
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We sought alternative conceptual coding, inspired by edge 
practices, that could respond to the challenges of our time. 
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Living in the context of climate change, war, 
technological revolution, mass migration and 
polarising politics we need civic infrastructures 
that are dynamic, decentralised, relational and 
adaptable enough to withstand the new 
challenges as they emerge. 

And we set to work.

Interdependency

Object-subject view 
→ Interconnected and relational

Market price 
→ Systemic values

Systemic value

Freedom to escape 
→ Freedom to care

Care

Seeking truths 
→ Holding uncertainties

Uncertainty

Ownership 
→ Stewardship & Self-sovereignty

Self-sovereignty



We became a thriving, autonomous, 
public interest organisation.

Dm established within 00 in 2016 in London 
as a 5-person experiment. We’ve grown to 
become an international team of over 60 
in 5 years, without external investors.

In 2019/20 the first standalone Dm entity was 
established and attracted project funding of c.
£600k. By 2021 this had risen to £2.3m.
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We bring together our skill sets that span many fields 
and adapt to where most value can be created in a context

We curated a team capable of making 21st 
century institutions and infrastructures, 
with expertise in:

Governance Innovation

System Mapping

International Law

Policy and Regulatory Design

Strategic Design

Real Estate

Full Stack Development

Data Visualisation

Organisational Development

Urban Development

Architecture

Financial Structuring

Sustainability / ESG



Working alongside… 

Innovative partners 
who are comfortable holding strategic 
risk while driving systems innovation. 

Adventurous partners 
who recognise the importance of collaborative 
discovery work and are (sometimes) prepared to be 
first to enter the unknown.

Agile partners 

prepared to push the boundaries beyond 
consultancy, and create proofs of possibility, 
frameworks for change and massively scalable 
work. 
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We nurtured adventurous 
and innovative partnerships.



Some of the partners we have worked with over the years:



Our portfolio so far



We are building our portfolio of transformation, 
piece by piece, across 5 critical dimensions:

Place-based civic infrastructures 
that demonstrate an alternative 
deep code system 

A network of transition cities across 
Europe, South Korea & turtle island, 
focused on the institutional 
reorientation for a new economy

A technical portfolio of 
deep code innovations 

A network of next 
gen investors & funds 

The organising and governance 
innovation to be able to do this 
work effectively

1 2 3

4 5
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1. Building System Demonstrators 

Novel, entangled, tangible and intangible 
civic infrastructures, in place

This work seeks to develop interactive infrastructures 
for a new civic economy. 

These are cross-lever endeavours combining 
innovations in (for example) participation, regulation, 
finance, use of data, governance and contracting to 
unlock systemic transition pathways, live in place.

Different infrastructures require different dark 
matter, but the innovative funding instruments 
or stewardship models developed for TreesAI 
in Glasgow could be readapted in Nairobi or 
Montreal, or reiterated within SoilAI.
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1. Building System Demonstrators 
Responding to some of our biggest challenges, these real-life demonstrators of civic infrastructure look at challenges in the areas of 
spatial justice (such as mass housing retrofits and land stewardship), Nature-based Solutions (such as soil regeneration, urban tree 
canopies and landscape rewilding) and mental wealth (such as playful cities). 
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Examples

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqO4yrQ2OiM


2. City transitions

Equipping multiple-actor coalitions in 
cities with the capacities and 
capabilities for a civic transition.

We are working with a growing number of cities - and 
their ecosystems of diverse actors - to build demand 
and pathways for accelerated transition. 

Rather than seeking to control and ‘deliver’ transition 
(e.g. to net zero), our work invites a range of institutions 
into roles as orchestrators of mass sense-making and 
multi-actor collaboration, portfolio builders, learning 
agents and curators of distributed investment and shared 
long-term co-benefits.

With partners, we develop new institutional instruments 
to support these large scale civic transitions.

The multiplicity and entanglement of each city’s reality, 
needs and opportunities informs and shapes our wider 
portfolio.
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Institutional 
instruments

Material 
Registry

MILAN

Circulaw Policy 
Navigation 
Instrument  

AMSTERDAM

Capabilities
Building



2. City transitions 
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Stage: 1st phase of programme runs 2021-2025
Location: 100 EU cities

Why
Need for building multiple-actor ecosystems and 
intermediaries for just transition, overcoming barriers to 
change by deploying and developing systemic, cross-lever 
portfolio approach

What
Co-creating (1) multi-actor Mission driven Climate City 
Contracts (2) Pilot Cities Programme as system 
demonstrators for particular innovation domains (3) 
Multi-stakeholder multi-level level mission platforms

Net Zero Cities 

EU funded programme as part of its 
Mission for 100 Climate Neutral Cities by 
2030. DML is part of the consortium 
delivering the mission platform.

Examples



Every challenge requires innovations in the deep 
codes - the often invisible but powerful 
underlying structures that define our 
institutions and governance and shape our 
technologies, interactions and everyday 
behaviours.

Our work here spans conceptual to technical, 
probing monetary value, the nature of 
contracting, theories of governance and civic 
organising, and it seeks to illuminate and 
reshape these codes as alternative instruments 
for a deeply just transition.

3. Innovating the deep codes

Re-designing and building 
the technical deep codes 

XXX
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Self-
sovereign 

things

 Granting in 
complexity

System 
Financing

Smart
Covenant

Open
Regulatory
Dashboard

Perpetual 
Financing

Civic TrustCornerstone
Indicators

Civic
Regulatory

Sandbox



2. Innovating the deep codes

Examples

Stage: Alpha release in September 2022
Location: Amsterdam & other Dutch cities & provinces

Why
Aim is to enable policymakers to better navigate the 
existing regulatory system at EU, national, provincial and 
local level, and to understand how existing regulatory 
levers can be connected, as well as mapping regulatory 
barriers and voids

What
Open Public Service including a digital tool, which allows 
lawmakers to explore levers by circularity sub-domain 
(e.g. circular construction) and to search, filter, and sort to 
find the needed information, as well as creating a 
community of practice of innovators

CircuLaw

Regulatory innovation tool to support the 
transition to a circular economy: from 
law as text to law as a service.

Dark Matter | Join the Boring Revolution

On the right: demo of the 
CircuLaw platform 

Partners



4. Orchestrating capital
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A network of next gen investors 
and funds, and their appropriate 
instruments and methodologies - 
designed to finance this economy.

Our work here includes coalition-building with a 
range of funders focused on transition finance, 
along with the co-development of appropriate 
instruments - such as many-to-many financing 
contracts and a global impact infrastructure 
fund. 

On the right:
3 examples of initiatives we have co-instigated to better orchestrate capital



This work explores how we can organise and govern for 
this interconnected, emergent work, which spans 
exploratory design to technical development, and how we 
can create teams across traditional boundaries.

We know that this sits in the space beyond either 
command-and-control or flat-and-unstructured 
organising, and we test and practice dynamic alternatives 
to handle complexity without overwhelm, plurality without 
inequity, emergence without confusion, dynamic hierarchy 
without power imbalance.

Learning by doing, Dm seeks to create a microcosm of the 
future we envision. We publish our findings openly and 
work with partners who share our values.

5. Aligning how we organise and govern

Walking the talk, exploring through practice 
the organising and governing capabilities to 
make this possible

Dark Matter | Join the Boring Revolution



Dm3: 
The Next Phase

Demonstrating live, in context, what
alternative systems can look and feel like, 

as a pathway for deeper structural change.

Visual: System Mapping - Youth Employment 
and the Future of Work in Bhutan and Beyond



1. Civic system demonstrators 
play a strategic role

in demonstrating alternative responses 
- beyond imagination alone. They build 
credibility for deeper structural 
change.

We now intend to centre these civic 
infrastructures in our narrative 
and strategy

2. An integrated portfolio of all 
5 dimensions is needed

for the infrastructures to not just 
become exceptions to the system, but to 
create a pathway for an alternative.

We now intend to develop and 
share the economic theory and 
research that underpins the 
portfolio

In building this portfolio, we have learnt that:

3. An ecosystem orchestration 
approach is critical

because the interventions require 
skills, insights and perspectives 
beyond any one organisation or actor.

We now intend to reorient our 
role as an ecosystem 
orchestrator



Stage: Soft launch in November 2022
Location: Glasgow, UK & Daegu, South Korea

Why
To develop the data-driven infrastructure needed to 
fund, plan and maintain urban forests

What
A platform impact modelling, project aggregating 
and match-making which establishes nature as a 
critical part of urban infrastructure – alongside 
bridges, roads and rail – enabling investment, 
profitability and sustainability

TreesAI

An open source platform that values 
nature beyond carbon, establishing 
urban nature as an investable asset

System 
Demonstrator
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y6tlaNTdiBM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqO4yrQ2OiM


Potential: contacts or tree planting target pledgedConfirmed In progress

 Sejong City

Financially supported by

TreesAI

Partners
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System 
Demonstrator



Party A shall cover the 
upfront and capital costs of 
the necessary home energy 
improvements - projected to 
be £35,000 per residence.

In exchange Party B agrees 
to 50% of all cost savings 
deriving from the 
improvements with Party A 
over a period of 20 years.

Live performance 
guidelines on:

● Window replacements

● External wall insulation

● Renewable energy 

provision

Stage: On-the-ground testing with civic, public, 
private and third sector partners
Location: Birmingham and Edinburgh, UK

Why
To build the support systems for a civic retrofit 
sector as an example for empowering local 
communities to undertake their own climate 
transitions

What
An early stage neighbourhood-level energy 
collective model as a prototype for a scalable 
citywide retrofit programme

Whole City Retrofit

Catalysing collective action and 
regenerative forms of investment to 
support the civic sector in transforming 
our homes and neighbourhoods

Dark Matter | Join the Boring Revolution

System 
Demonstrator



Whole City Retrofit

Partners
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System 
Demonstrator



Stage: Early prototypes of the platform + national 
campaign including lawns mapping in various regions
Location: Montréal, Canada

Why
To support communities to re-wild private and public  
lawns. Lawns are a desert in biodiversity, yet they are 
still the default landscaping approach across North 
America. 

What
The platform aims to consolidate various features; it 
provides information, assists in the concrete 
transformation of grassed areas, maps and 
measures the impacts of collective actions and helps 
visualise possible futures.

Nouveaux Voisins

Building a platform to facilitate 
socio-ecological transitions and 
community-based climate action in 
private yards

Dark Matter | Join the Boring Revolution

System 
Demonstrator



Nouveaux Voisins

Partners
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System 
Demonstrator



Stage: Advanced concept development - 
complete August 2023
Location: Glasgow, Scotland 

What
Build a new model of house delivery and ownership that innovates 
across supply chain, construction, ownership, 
maintenance/stewardship and land value extraction

Why
FreeHouse is designed to be a system demonstrator that addresses 
the following fundamental failures in the existing market:

a) Unaffordability that stems from a house being a financial vehicle 
of value extraction rather than a home to live in;

b) Carbon footprint of the house construction, operation 
and maintenance;

c) Monopoly of the developers and construction cartels 
due to the current land ownership structure;

d) Waste footprint of the house at the end of its life cycle;
e) Isolation of a house as a physical asset with no connection 

to wider civic and natural ecosystems.

Free House

Demonstrating a system shift in 
the real estate economy

Dark Matter | Join the Boring Revolution

System 
Demonstrator

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1aQSAnym_Nq8XuN_ThxQLc5HKxvL8nJ27/preview


Free House

Partners
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System 
Demonstrator



Stage: Phase 1 (research and development): completed. Next 
phase: Refinement and Finance Origination
Location: Swan River First Nation, Turtle Island / Canada

What
The intent of the Falling Leaf Team is to leverage our distinct 
capabilities and resources in the areas of emerging financial 
tools, natural capital accounting, indigenous governance and 
reclamations to restore the traditional and ecological 
capacity of the Swan River basin.  

Why
There are approximately 1048 wellsites and other  
associated infrastructures on the territory of Swan River 
First Nation alone. It is important to plan and maintain 
these sites for biodiverse habitats, traditional land use, 
water protection and climate mitigation.

Falling Leaf / Pakhitin Nipiy

Building the First Indigenous-led  
Eco-FinTech Platform

Nature-
Based
Solutions

Indigenous 
Sovereignty

Natural Assets Trust 

(NAT)

Investors

Natural Assets Trust (NAT)

Liability holders 

and shared 

beneficiaries

Outcome 

benefits 

and Value

Nature  

Assets 

Company

Right:
Preliminary 

model for FL

Bottom:
Map of wellsites 

in Swan River
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System 
Demonstrator



Falling Leaf / Pakhitin Nipiy

Partners
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System 
Demonstrator



The portfolio already exists; we 
increasingly understand how to 
coordinate its elements to reinforce 
each other.

We are excited to print the whole portfolio 
diagram on the right and talk through how the 
elements weave together when we meet in person.

Integrated
Portfolio

Dark Matter | Join the Boring Revolution



Moving from organisational growth 
to ecosystem growth

Dm3 marks a shift from seeking to build the 
expertise in-house to building system 
demonstrators, towards a role of co-production 
and co-orchestration with a plurality of partners. 

Our aim would be to hold only the critical minimum 
expertise in house. We estimate this as a team of 
circa 85FTE (+/- 15%). 

This strategy builds on our capabilities as 
propositional systems-thinkers but will demand 
deeper skills in orchestration and a significant 
shift in the tone, language and inclusivity of our 
strategic communications.

Dark Matter | Join the Boring Revolution

Ecosystem
Orchestration



Civic 
Infrastructure 
Development

Institutional 
Innovation

Organising & 
Governance 
Innovation

Dark Matter 
Recoding

Financing & 
Pathways 
Orchestration

# 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # 5
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We expect this will require a team composed roughly of the following:

A minimum viable core team

A team (circa 15-20 FTE) of 
place-based, practical 
orchestrators for the building 
of civic infrastructures rooted 
in and responsive to place. 
Always in partnership with a 
plurality of actors, where Dm 
tends to (not necessarily 
always) play a curator
/orchestrator and 
co-producer role. Learnings 
and innovations openly shared.

A team (circa 15-20FTE) of 
polymaths working directly and 
deeply with institutions in a 
range of localities to support 
them in how they consider and 
configure their roles in 
orchestrating climate and 
societal transition and match 
them to and support learning 
from innovations, existing 
practice, other practitioners 
and possibilities. Learning and 
innovations openly shared.

A team (circa 15-20FTE) of 
technical practitioners that can 
create new forms of financial, 
regulatory, policy, contractual, 
measurement and governance 
instruments and structures - 
rooted in 21st century deep 
codes - in partnership with the 
institutions and civic 
infrastructures above. 
Supported by an economic 
theory that is robustly 
researched and referenced 
and circulated in civic to 
academic settings. All openly 
shared.

A team (8-10FTE) that builds 
the narrative, capabilities and 
desire among a range of 
funders (investors, 
philanthropy or otherwise) to 
direct funding to this type of 
systemic work, through 
many-to-many approaches to 
change and that creates the 
pathways for Dm’s work to 
evolve.

A team (12-15FTE) of 
organising and governance 
innovators and strategic 
communicators, building a 
living hypothesis for organising 
for this kind of systemic work 
and implementing it live within 
Dm to build our platform of 
work, openly sharing and 
curating practice-sharing with 
an ecosystem of practitioners.

Ecosystem
Orchestration



What we need to get there
The Ask

Photo: Toronto Summit on Regulatory Experimentation (RegX) - 2019



Moving from a project-based 
to a hybrid capital model
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So far

Project-based grant 
and service contracts

In this phase, project-based restricted grant funding 
and service contracts are no longer viable as our only 
financing method. 

- ‘Day rates’ do not accommodate true and needed 
overheads

- Instead they create inefficient business 
development overhead

- That locks us into project-based organising
- But also creates a valuable accountability 

mechanism that we want to retain. 

We aim to move to a hybrid financing model that 
compliments project funding with core funding and 
system demonstrator investment.

+

So far  

Project-based grant 
& services contracts

Our objective

Project-based grant 
and service contracts

+

Core & mission-based 
unrestricted funding

+

Investment

 
 

 



Financing Journey 
Funding the gaps 

Core grant Pay forward grants for 
system demonstrators

For strengthening and 
transforming Dm as a platform 
of plural, equitable, 
revenue-generating, multi-team, 
open learning.

Focusing on a mixture of seed 
funding into civic infrastructure 
development and an outcome 
payment aligned with carefully 
designed progress points.
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#1 #2

Reboot

#0

Civic impact 
investment fund

#3

The chance for the 
team to reflect and 
redirect efforts, 
centered around a 
whole org gathering in 
October 2022.



#0

Reboot / The chance to re-direct

£50-70K grant for a 3-month 
team reboot, centered around 
a whole team gathering in 
October 2022.

Aug-Nov 2022

This gives us the opportunity to invest in 
an intensively hosted process to 
re-centre our shared efforts around 
our portfolio and ecosystem growth 
model.

Dark Matter | Join the Boring Revolution

 

Photos of previous DM gatherings



Core grant

£750K core grant to develop the organising and 
governance infrastructure for this next phase.

Nov ‘22 - Oct ‘24  (67% in yr 1; 33% in yr 2) 

Use of this funding:

● Rewiring how we organise and govern to reorient towards this 
strategy

● Research & preparation for the system demonstrator funding 
(Pay It Forward grant concept development, term sheets, 
communications, fiscal infrastructure)

● Strategic communications of this shift, moving towards 
a platform for change

Project funding insufficiently accommodates the innovations needed at 
the platform of Dm in order to do this kind of work effectively. We will 
need to restructure how we work across the whole spectrum of 
organising domains, and off-the-shelf approaches will be largely 
insufficient. Strategic communications and finance orchestration, 
in particular, will require significant time and attention.
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#1

Visual of the main operations blocks at DM - all of which will need reorienting



Pay forward grants 
for system demonstrators

Seed funding into Civic Asset development +
outcome payment aligned with progress points

A Pay It Forward grant model is proposed as a mechanism to create a 
system aggregator effect from the grant. By granting from one Civic Asset 
to another, this method:

● will release value like a domino effect into subsequent 

developments of Civic Assets and systemic value

● enable decisions about the allocations of endowments to sit with 

actors adjacent to the problem domain

● enable accountability not to capital owners, but to the intended 

outcomes of the work and to public good creation

The exploration and development of the appropriate methodology would be 
developed with the Core Grant from step #1.
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#2

Proposed preliminary allocation requirements:

● An existing team, including necessary partnerships;
● Have already received funds to develop an Asset;
● Have already got one strong client partner;
● Access to future revenue; 
● Complementarity and variety between initiatives;
● Potential for compounded impact and 

cross-pollination;
● Developing a critical civic asset of the future



Join
The Boring Revolution



Dark Matter Labs

Indy Johar
indy@darkmatterlabs.org

www.darkmatterlabs.org 

Dark Matter Laboratories B.V.
Pakhuis de Zwijger
Piet Heinkade 181K
1019 HC Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Dark Matter Laboratories UK.
217 Mare Street
London, E8 3QE
United Kingdom

Laboratoires de Matière sombre / Dark Matter Labs 
Organisation à but non-lucratif canadien / Canadian 
not-for-profit
1755 rue Saint-Patrick
Montréal (Québec)

Dark Matter Labs Korea
#202 Project Path Building, Seoul Innovation Park,
684 Tongil-ro, Nokbeon-dong, Eunpyeong-gu, Seoul, 03371
South Korea

서울 은평구 통일로 684 서울혁신파크 상상청 202호, 우편번호 
03371

Dark Matter Labs Sweden
The Ground
Bredgatan 4
211 30 Malmö
Sweden

We are part of Project 00
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